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What is Digital Art Therapy?

Digital art therapy is using a form of digital technology to 
create art as a form of therapy. Therapeutic photography is a 
form of digital art therapy. There are numerous 
transformational benefits of digital art therapy including 
significantly improving one’s life. Digital art therapy is 
beneficial for improving the mental health of those who have 
experienced/are growing through trauma, post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD), depression and anxiety. It can also 
bring positive changes to one’s relationships with others, 
their community and the world. 
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Aiming to extend the focus beyond the negative experiences of women survivors of gender-based 
violence, the Empowerment Photography Project was created. The Empowerment Photography Project is 
a form of digital art therapy that was carried out by women in Lahore, Pakistan who have been impacted 
by gender-based violence. I will showcase the strength, capabilities and resiliency of Pakistani women.  
 
The mission of the Empowerment Photography Project is to showcase what “the strength of women” 
looks like from the lens and perspective of women survivors of gender-based violence in Pakistan. This 
strength could be anything from one’s daily tasks to the obstacles they’re overcoming. 
 
Participants received a camera for a period of one week with the prompt of documenting “women’s 
strength”. They  took photos of different things that depicted their strength, gave voice to their 
experiences and revealed what gives them the strength to get through each day.  Upon receiving the 
photos and descriptions, I created a thematic framework to categorize the photographs. The 
Empowerment Photography Project, thus, contributes to our understanding of how women in Pakistan 
generate the strength to play a significant role in society. 
 

What is the Empowerment Photography Project? 
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I created the thematic framework by first going through all of the photos the participants took and the 
captions they created. I then translated the captions that were written in Urdu and started noticing 
similarities and differences amongst the photos. There were emotions, stories being told, symbolism and 
truth being shared through them all. All the photos did, indeed, depict the strength of women, however, it 
wasn’t just women’s strength in general but their own strength as survivors of gender-based violence. 
They gave voice to their experiences and shared what represents their own strength. Upon completion of 
reviewing the photographs and captions, I created five themed categories to place them into: 1) To Feel, 
2) Live Not Survive, 3) Growth, 4) Motherhood, and 5) Hope. 
 
As you go through the different photos in each section, read the captions and reflect on them. Think about 
strength these women are revealing through their lens. What’s the strength they're showcasing? What are 
they displaying as signs of their strength?
 
 

How Did I Create the Thematic Framework?
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Empowerment 
Photography 

Project 
Part I
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To Feel

This section of the Empowerment Photography Project represents photos and captions expressing 
different emotions felt by the women. The emotions represented include feelings of loneliness, being 
imprisoned, sadness, the journey of their abusive situations to the freedom they finally reached after 

risking everything to get there and ending in their current state of happiness. 
I’ve entitled the four parts of this section after some of the captions the women created for their photos: 

1) Tanhai, Qaid, Uddasi (Loneliness, Imprisoned, Sad), 
2) The Journey, 

3) Aazadi (Freedom), 
4) Khushi (Happiness). 

The reason I organized the To Feel section in this order was to exhibit the range of feelings these 
women have had at different points of their life where their strength helped them survive each moment 
leading to their escape and ultimately their freedom. Their freedom to be happy and safe. The strength 

of women is depicted in the following photos and captions through their ability to feel.
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Tanhai, Qaid, Uddasi 
(Loneliness, Imprisoned, Sad) 

In these photos the women were describing when their strength 
was being undermined due to the gender-based violence they 

were experiencing. It was a time when those traumatic 
experiences put them in a place of sadness, isolation and 

loneliness. Those experiences are represented in the following 
photos which display one being imprisoned, caged like birds 

and ostracized from others including loved ones.    
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Tanhai (Loneliness)
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Qaid e tanhai (Feeling Imprisoned and Lonely) 
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Uddasi (Sad)
13



Bikray Moti (Tears in the Eyes)
14



My Life
15



Ghamman wali shaam (Sad Evening) 
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The Journey 

This represents the journey one experiences from 
surviving through gender-based violence to planning 
their escape to reaching safety. It can also represent 

the feeling of being anxious or scared when you’re 
about to make a great change in your life to reach new 

heights. On the contrary, it can also mean the 
excitement and joy one feels when they reach a new 
moment or height in their life that’s about to take off. 
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Great Heights 
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This next section moves onto the feeling of being 
free–free from the pain and stress of being in an 

environment where your happiness and overall well-
being isn’t taken into consideration. You’re now free 
like a bird in the sky. Free to feel, free to laugh,  free 

to be happy and free to live instead of survive. 

Aazadi (Freedom)
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Azaad (Free)
20



Aazadi (Freedom)
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Khushi (Happiness)

The picture in this section showcases nature and a woman’s 
children in the background. She captioned the photo Khushi 

which means happiness. The happiness to be able to give her 
children the opportunity to have a happy life without direct 

exposure to abuse. She’s happy to be able to experience this 
moment–a moment which once was out of reach is now in her 

grip.  The new flowers represent new moments of happiness and 
new experiences that are coming for a new and improved life. 
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Khushi (Happiness)
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Live Not Survive 

When one is stuck in an abusive 
situation, one is not living but instead 
surviving. Surviving the seconds, the 

minutes, the hours, the days, the 
months, the years. They’re getting 

through the moments but not able to be 
present and live through them. The 

photos and captions in Live Not Survive 
exhibit things that give life and peace in 
these women’s lives as well as things 

that represent them now living through 
every moment. 
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Sunshine: 
To be able to 

experience the 
light of life, the 

warmness of the 
Earth
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Dosti means friendship. 
The ability to have a friend 
and maintain meaningful 

relationships now that 
they’re no longer alone in 
their abusive situations. 

To be able to connect with 
someone else and 

empower and give each 
other strength. 
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Sakoon (Peace): 
Having peace of 
mind. Being able 
to be calm and 
practice their 

faith.
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Waqt (Time): 
Time is everything 

because it’s not 
unlimited. Now time can 

be focused on this 
woman’s own 

happiness, goals and 
plans. Their time is now 

their own and their 
children’s.
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I want to shine:  
She’s no longer under 

someone. She no longer 
has to answer to 

someone. She’s breaking 
through the darkness of 
her past situation and 
ready to shine bright. 
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The sun sets for a 
new rise: 

Everyday is a new 
day. Everyday you 
have the chance 
to do better than 

the last.
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Refreshing shades 
of green:  

Refreshing take 
on life, a new life.
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Nature wants to live, 
let it be: 

This woman represents 
herself in the form of 

nature. She just wants a 
chance to live her life 
without restrictions. 
She wants to live her 
way, without being 

questioned.
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Growth

Growth is focused on the ways in 
which women’s strength is 

constantly able to evolve to handle 
all the situations life throws at 

them. Their strength is not limited 
to one kind of  area or task. This 
section uses the beauty of nature 
to represent how women have the 

ability to conquer everything. 
They’re able to flourish and thrive 

even during dark times just as 
plants, nature and flowers do. 
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Garden: The strength of women is something 
that’s constantly growing, evolving, including 
giving life. It’s something that doesn’t have an 
end or a limit, it’s powerful and fruitful.
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Rung (Colors) [left] / Colors of Life [right]: 
Different colors represent the different 

moments of life. The different moments 
are handled through different approaches. 
Women being able to survive through all of 
life’s experiences while at the same time 

handling other things represents the 
strength of women.  
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Bachpan (childhood): This photo of a small kitten 
alongside the beauty of nature represents innocence 
and growth. Women contribute to the growth of young 
ones in order to help them and give them a better life 
than they themselves have had. 
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Motherhood
Many women took photos of their children 

because they wanted to showcase how much 
they value them and how much they mean to 
them. The women who took pictures of their 

children stated that they represent their 
strength. Just as anchors hold boats down, 

the same relationship applies for these 
women and their children. They are so 

thankful to be mothers of such beautiful 
human beings. Every morning these women 

have the strength to get up because they want 
to be the best they can be to provide for their 

children. Being a mother gives them 
happiness, comfort and life. 
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Hosla (Comfort) 
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Khushi zindagi ki (Happiness of Life)
39



Zindagi ki pehchaan (Face of Life)
40



Khush Jeewan (Happy Youth)
41



Pure Happiness 
42



Sharati (Being naughty) 
43



Zindagi (Life)
44



My Children: When this woman looked at this sunflower amongst the field of green leaves, she saw many representaations 
of her children. She saw how this symbolizes their growth and ability to thrive. The uniqueness of the flower in a field 
where there aren't any others like it–representing the uniqueness of her children. The bright yellow petals and golden center 
representing how bright and special they all are. All of the aspects of symbolism reflect on the mother's strength to raise 
her children alone and continue to celebrate her children during all times including the tough ones. 45



Hope
Hope portrays the feelings being 
experienced during the COVID-19 

pandemic in 2020.  The women were 
worried about the current state of life 

during this pandemic as well as the future 
of their lives and their children’s lives. 

Some of the women were also 
experiencing mild depressive symptoms 

due to not being able to go outside 
beyond Dastak and limited in what they 
could do. This section is focused on the 

feelings all of the women have for a safer 
tomorrow, better times and more precious 

life moments.
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Pareshani (Worries)
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Umeed kiran (Light of hope, new beginning)
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Umeed kiran (Light of hope, new beginning)
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Dil e umeed (Hope of the heart) 
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Hope: representing hope of more life: plants 
give oxygen and flowers provide beauty
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Empowerment 
Photography 

Project 
Part II
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Undisclosed Images: 
Protecting the Women 

Behind the Lens 
Majority of the participants have fled their homes in order to save their lives so protecting their 
identity is very important. Therefore, Undisclosed Images: Protecting the Women Behind the 
Lens was created to give anyone an opportunity to participate in the Empowerment Photography 
Project without fear of breaching their safety. I wanted the women to be able to freely take 
photos of anything that represents the strength of women/their own strength in order to provide 
a true representation of women’s strength through their lens. I didn’t want them to feel limited to 
just taking photos of things that didn’t reveal their identity in case they wanted to take pictures 
of themselves as well.   Majority of the photos in this section exhibit photos of the women in 
different poses as well as completing different tasks. There are also photos which depict their 
true emotions and experiences in poetic ways. I conducted an analysis of the photos in this 
section after creating my thematic framework for part one of the Empowerment Photography 
Project to see if any of the photos connected to the same themes. 
 
The themed categories for Undisclosed Images are: 
1) To Feel, 2) Live Not Survive, 3) Growth, 4) Motherhood, 5) Hope, 6) Heroes and Princesses and 
7) Heroes and Princesses and 8) Embracing Oneself were two new themes found in this section. 
Below I’ve included descriptions of each of the above themed sections as revealed in part two of 
the Empowerment Photography Project. 
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To Feel

This first part of Undisclosed Images represents the photos expressing different 
emotions felt by the women. The emotions represented are the same as in part 

one of the Empowerment Photography Project, however, they have different kinds 
of pictures to portray them. I’ve split this section into four parts 

(1) Tanhai, Qaid, Uddasi (Loneliness, Imprisoned, Sad)
2) The Journey

3) Aazadi (Freedom)
4) Khushi (Happiness) 

as in part one because the photos taken exhibit the range of feelings these 
women have had at different points of their life. Their strength helped them 

survive through each point––from the journey of hard times to their freedom to 
ultimately reaching the true feeling of happiness once again.
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Tanhai, Qaid, Uddasi  (Loneliness, Imprisoned, Sad)
In these photos, the women were describing when their strength was being undermined due to the gender-based 
violence they were experiencing. One of the photos showcase a woman holding her face in her hands as if she’s 
crying,  evaluating all the things on her mind or trying to understand why everything is unfolding the way it is. The 
photos which revealed feelings of loneliness and imprisonment include a closed door and gates representing the 
lack of freedom to do anything. One woman even described her experience as being locked in a cage like rabbits–
so precious and beautiful but unable to go out and shine. They weren’t just describing the emotional feeling of 
being imprisoned but the physical nature as well. Their strength continued to guide them during these times of 
captivity of their mind and body. 

The Journey 

This section reveals the journey many women went through to reach their current position. One photo in particular 
showcased this journey through a long, dark hallway. At the end of the hallway, there was a light shining through a 
door which represented brighter and better times, moments and days to come. 

Aazadi (Freedom)
The women took many photos which represented the feeling and phenomenon of being free. One of the photos 
which embodied freedom was of birds flying through the big sky. Therefore, symbolizing the freedom these women 
now have to do what they want, whenever they want. The big sky representing the endless possibilities their 
freedom brings them now that they aren’t in a violent situation anymore. 

Khushi (Happiness)
Now that these women have escaped the abusive environments they were once in, they have entered the realm of 
true happiness once again. Many of the photos showcase this feeling, however, one photo of a clean room which is 
clear of all mess and well-organized depicts the clear mind and mindset many of the women are experiencing 
and/or on a mission to achieve. They want and deserve that peace, clarity and happiness. 
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Live  Not Survive  
When one is stuck in an abusive situation, one is not living but instead surviving. 
They’re trying to get through each moment instead of living through and being 
present in each moment. The women took many photos which showcased them now 
living, having peace of mind and no longer just surviving. One of the women took a 
photo of this beautiful drawing of a woman pulling her scarf above her head with a 
neutral look on her face which can symbolize getting ready to head out to begin her 
new life–the way it should be lived, happy and in serenity. She has a neutral look 
because it is scary to get up and go but she knows now's the time to stop surviving 
and start living. There were also multiple photos taken of a flag at Dastak which had 
women on it who looked empowered, happy, dancing and ready to take on whatever 
issues life throws at them. Furthermore, there was a photo which had four women’s 
hands making peace signs and another one with five women’s hands coming 
together representing the saying, we’re in this together. They’re all empowering and 
helping each other get through these tough times so that they can each achieve their 
ultimate euphoria. Live Not Survive doesn’t just represent living life to the fullest 
extent but the simple enjoyable aspects of life as well. There were some photos 
taken of chai in a teacup which exhibits being able to drink something one enjoys 
with calamity, relaxation and mindfulness of every flavor as they take each sip.   
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Growth 
Growth is concentrated on the ways in which women’s strength is always able 
to evolve and expand to manage all of the obstacles and hardships in life. This 
section embodies the photos women took of nature to represent how they have 
the ability to conquer and flourish through anything and everything just as 
nature does. There were photos of beautiful flowers with many colors and a 
diverse selection of vibrant plants. Many of the photos had deeper meanings 
within them such as the photos which had an area of dirt in the front, closer to 
the lens, where there aren’t any leaves or growth but had seedlings growing 
and flourishing in the background. This represents the fact that the path might 
not always look fruitful but when you go through it and survive, the other side is 
always brighter. Furthermore, there were also photos of plants growing 
alongside a wall and thriving completely through the barbwires at the top of the 
building. Many women saw this scene of nature as representing their strength 
to experience adversity and get through it. There were also a few photos of 
books which the women enjoy reading to increase their knowledge and 
strengthen their mind. 
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Motherhood 
Many women took photos of their children because they wanted to exhibit how 
much they mean to them and how being their mother gives them strength. 
Everything these women are doing is to give their children a better life than they 
had. Their children give them the motivation and love to get through these hard 
times. In Undisclosed Images, there were seventy-four pictures of children in 
total–some of the children alone and others of the mothers with them. The 
children are photographed in different poses and expressions representing 
different things they’re overcoming and looking forward to in their life ahead. 
The angles and focus the women used when taking the photos also revealed 
what their life’s focus is on and what keeps them going everyday minute, hour, 
and day. There were also photos of a plant that had baby limes growing on it 
and standing strong which can serve as symbolism for a woman's strength to 
be able to reproduce and become a backbone for another life. Some women 
even took photographs of their children’s drawings and artwork because of how 
proud they are of their creativity and skills. Being a mother gives these women 
a strength like no other–to be happy, to provide, to smile, to love and most 
importantly, to live.
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Hope
Hope portrays the feelings being experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic in 
2020. Among all the photos taken by the women, in each part two album, there 
was at least one which described the feelings of hope for better days. Hope is 
something all of the women are trying to have during the tough times of the 
Coronavirus pandemic. There were photos of sun sets among nature to 
represent the hope for a safer tomorrow. In addition, friends forming the shape 
of hearts with their hands together represent the hope to make it through these 
unprecedented times together and keep each other strong. A photograph of 
chai in a teacup illustrating calamity, relaxation and mindfulness provide the 
reminder that there will be more gracious times ahead, one just can’t lose hope. 
There were also two photos in which a mother took of her daughters where they 
were hiding their faces which can be portrayed as her wanting to keep their 
eyes off of the hardships of life right now and her hope to be able to give more 
to her daughters. Furthermore, women taking and posing for photos looking 
into the distance, deep in thought was another constant photo theme. It brings 
about the questions of: what’s on their minds?, what’s taking up their time?, 
what’s worrying them?, what are they privately hoping for?.
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Hereos and Princesses 

Heroes and Princesses is a section which reveals what was in the minds of the 
women’s children who were asked, what the strength of women looked like to 
them? They took photographs of cartoon images of superheroes and disney 
princesses. When they look at their mothers and other women, they see hard 
workers who save the day, everyday. They see their mothers as strong people 
who can conquer anything just as superheroes do. Through these children’s 
lens, they also see their mothers as having the beauty of princesses inside and 
out–from their smiles, to their nurturing characteristics to their ability to 
provide them with all they need and want. This section depicts women’s 
strength as being heroes and princesses due to their phenomenal qualities.
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Embracing Oneself

Embracing Oneself is a section which exhibits women’s strength through the 
women’s self-portraits. In Undisclosed Images, each woman took multiple 
photos of herself and other women as representation of what strength looks 
like through their lens. There was also a photo of a drawing of fruits with a 
pineapple as the main image standing out. This can symbolize the beauty of 
how a woman can have a hard shell on the outside to protect one’s mental and 
physical health while being sweet on the inside. One woman took a photo 
embracing her feet as a representation of strength because they do everything 
for her and she’s nothing without them. Some women also took photos of facial 
cleansers and moisturizers they use for self-care as another way to show how 
they embrace themselves. Some women took self-portraits in which they’re 
using very poetic angles, effects and expressions to fully embrace their beauty 
and strength. All of the photos have the women posing in some manner–some 
are shining their bright smiles, holding thoughtful expressions, embracing their 
uniqueness, their happiness, their freedom to live and not just survive. Through 
these photos of themselves, they’re not just embracing their strength and 
beauty but also empowering themselves and the women around them. 
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How did the Empowerment Photography Project 
Impact the Eight Women Who Participated in it?

62

“The Empowerment Photography Project was a 
really good initiative. Some of the women never 
thought they could take these kinds of photos 
because they never had the resources. It gave 
them an opportunity to see their strength and 
inner skills. The women usually don’t have much 
to do so the Empowerment Photography Project 
was a good therapeutic experience for them to do 
something that means something. It helped them 
depict true emotions and experiences in a very 
positive way.” 
 
- Sameen Naseem, Program Manager at Dastak 
  Charitable Trust
 



Quotes from the Women
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Quotes from the Women
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Quotes from the Women
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When creating my idea for the Empowerment 
Photography Project, I realized that I wanted to 
create long-term impacts for women survivors of 
gender-based violence. When reflecting on this, I 
developed the idea to create a digital art therapy 
program at Dastak Charitable Trust which would 
positively benefit all who participate! I named the 
Program the Nasim Digital Art Therapy Program 
(NDATP). Flip the page for more information!
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Nasim 
Digital 

Art 
Therapy 
Program

Elevate women through photography.
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The Nasim Digital Art Therapy Program (NDATP) was founded to help women 
survivors of gender-based violence heal and be transformed through the 
therapeutic practice of photography. Phototherapy includes not only taking 
photos but posing for photos, viewing photos, planning photos as well as 
imagining and remembering photos. It also includes reflection and discussion 
for deeper healing. 
 
Every woman has her own story but not all have the opportunity to share that 
story. Therefore, the mission of the Nasim Digital Art Therapy Program is to 
elevate women through photography. Monthly-themed workshops give survivors 
of gender-based violence a chance to give voice to their story, showcase what 
the world looks like from their lens and heal from the impacts of the violence. By 
giving women the opportunity to use their lens to share their own stories, they 
are not only healing but elevating.
  
The program is set to launch by the end of December 2020! 
 

What is the Nasim Digital Art Therapy Program?
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About the Founder
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About the Founder
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@_throughtheirlens@ThroughTheirLens.NDATP

throughtheirlens.org
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sarahsamson246@gmail.com


